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NEWSLETTER
PROMOTING, KNOWLEDGE, AVIATION SAFETY, AND CO-OPERATING WITH
AUTHORITIES WORLDWIDE

PRESIDENT´S WORDS
President Mikkel Drescher.
Dear members and friends of IFISA:
The start of 2020 was supposed to become a new
record year in world aviation, unfortunately,
COVID-19 destroyed many expectations for the
year 2020.
The challenges faced by the Aviation sector caused

Across the globe, FISOs along with our colleagues
from the entire ATM network, and everyone involved
in aviation, is struggling to overcome the impact of
COVID-19.
Some countries have been faced with the absurdity
that General Aviation increased at the same time as
commercial traffic was at an all-time low. FISOs has

by this crisis are truly unprecedented. The idea

been requested to reduce staffing and were still

that all major airlines across the globe would be

forced to cope with a high traffic density while going

grounding the entire fleet and cancelling almost

through a mentally tough period. Hopefully, we look

every single passenger flight, would have been

ahead at a better and brighter future for our

unthinkable.

profession and aviation in general. One thing we

I sincerely hope that you have all stayed healthy,

have learned during the crisis is that there is so

and hope you are going through this in the best

much more to aviation than “just” the airlines, but

way, considering the circumstances.Nevertheless,

the airlines have been the ones paying for the ATM

we are now forced to face a new era.

system.
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PRESIDENT´S WORDS
President Mikkel Drescher.

I was once told to never waste a good crisis,

The Executive Board of IFISA is now looking for

and I truly believe we need to reevaluate how

alternative possibilities to conduct the annual

ATM

world.

assembly in September via online services. The

Considering that ATM is a critical infrastructure

Annual Seminar is cancelled and will be conducted

that we all provide. It should be crystal clear

next year September 2021, in Corfu. More detailed

that we provide a service 24/7 even when no

information will be published in early 2021. I wish

airlines use the airspace. It seems to me that

you all the best to overcome the actual crisis. Please

now could be the time to establish a better and

remember that IFISA is YOUR Federation and we are

more uniform FIS environment.

here to serve and support you whenever it is

In May the Executive Board had to make one of

needed. Stay healthy, keep smiling, and never forget

the toughest decisions so far in the history of

that behind every thundercloud, the sun is still

IFISA, the Annual Seminar in Corfu was

shining.

is

funded

throughout

the

cancelled, and the Annual Member assembly
postponed.
Best regards,

Mikkel Drescher
IFISA President
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FLIGHT INFORMATION SERVICE IN
GERMANY DURING COVID-19
PANDEMIC
Due to the outbreak of COVID-19, flighttraining schools and air sports clubs are
limited or even prohibited by governmental
order. Small airports and airfields have limited
operation hours or are closed. These
circumstances have of course an impact on all
VFR-traffic and Flight Information Service.

The German Flight Information Regions of Bremen,
Langen (formally known as Frankfurt) and Munich is
centralised within the new FIS-Center in Langen on
l

the Campus of Langen ACC and DFS Headquarter.
The FIS Center has eleven working positions, which
are

normally

staffed

with

Information Officers).

nine

FISO

(Flight

2 working positions are

available as so called “overflow” or “spare” sectors,
which will be used in high traffic situations. The
dedicated Supervisor FIS position is staffed in two
shifts (early and late shift).
Under normal circumstances Langen FIS has in
average 30.000 to 80.000 contacts per month, mainly
depending on the weather and the season. Record
month was in August 2019 with 83.026 contacts on
frequencies at FIS Langen. On peak days, sunny
days, weekends, or special activities (e.g.airshows
and/or fly-ins along the country) more than 4.200
flights (about 500-650 flights per sector) are in
contact on the FIS-frequencies. The vast majority of
customers are private pilots on pleasure flights,
followed by VFR-Rescue missions, VFR-Military
operations, Aerobatics and Photo-flights.

The working positions are open during summertime, daily
from 06:00 until 22:00 local time. During wintertime, the
opening hours are reduced to 07:00 until 20:00 local time.
Outside these times, Flight Information Service is
conducted by ATCO`s within their IFR sectors.
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NORMAL DAYS IN TIMES OF COVID-19, HAVE CHANGED THE OPERATIONS
ALSO IN THE FIS CENTER IN LANGEN.
l

Due to the disruptions in air traffic, only four to
seven working positions instead of nine
positions were staffed. Only one Supervisor
during early shift available, FIS-sectors are
combined, but never more than three sectors
merged as one sector, due to the radar scale
and frequency issues.
Since the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis,
DFS has established a companywide
Pandemic-Taskforce, which organized all
necessary efforts like disinfection material,
contingency plans, actual information’s, and
pandemic procedures.

Operational staff in ACC, AIS and FIS were
reduced to a minimum of staff. IFR Sectors are in
nightshift configuration due to the decrease in
traffic of up to 90%. Minimum distance between
operational staff of 1,5 meters has to be granted,
additional disinfection and mouth/nose-masks
were provided.
At the beginning of the crisis traffic on FISFrequencies decreased also, but not in that
amount like in IFR sectors.
Since the governmental restrictions are being
lifted step by step, VFR traffic is growing up to
normal levels within a short time, whilst IFR traffic
is back to around 40%.
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POLISH FIS DURING COVID -19
OUTBREAK.
l

Development in time of pandemic

Today, like everywhere in the aviation industry, the
future seems difficult and uncertain. But Polish Air
Navigation Services Agency, which apart from air
navigation services provision puts emphasis on
innovative technologies development, is focused
strongly on solutions for the UAV sector. PANSA is
determined to fulfil its potential in research and
innovation to fight the coronavirus, as well as the
crisis that it had caused. At the end of April,
unmanned aerial vehicle performed a flight in the
airport control zone beyond the visual line of sight
and carried samples for testing for COVID-19
between two hospitals in Warsaw. It is a step towards
commercial use of drones and a new phase of putting
RPAS to use by emergency services. They can be
safely operated in airport control zones thanks to
PansaUTM – the first UTM system to be operationally
implemented in Europe. PansaUTM is a concept for
digital coordination and management of permissions
for UAV flights. The tool includes PANSA’s
proprietary operational solutions and the system
partly provided by the technology partner: HAWK-e,
integrated with DroneRadar: the most popular web
app among drone operators in Poland.
PANSA sees that the crisis may lead to a digital
revolution in aviation and this opportunity shall be
taken. The Agency is working on development of
solutions that would enable safe integration of
manned and unmanned aviation and that would allow
drones to carry out operations, even in high traffic
volume airspace (e.g. around airports), that are
currently using ground transportation – transportation
of urgent cargo, support to airport services, airport
environment monitoring or even passenger
transportation. Important is that the PansaUTM
system enables advanced flight coordination between
Agency’s services and drone operators, including
displaying drone’s location and basic flight
parameters in real-time.

Moreover, solutions for drones, such as PansaUTM,
are just a part of PANSA’s extensive activity in the
area of innovations. A big part of the work carried out
by PANSA is associated with the preparation for the
construction of the first smart airport in Poland – the
Solidarity Transport Hub. Among them is the future
launch of a special center in Poznań. The facility will
be equipped with the remote towers system, which in
parallel to the conventional air traffic control tower will
use technologically advanced solutions for image and
sound transmission. Even the whole PANSA’s
system for training and acquiring candidates for air
traffic controllers is undergoing a thorough change in
an accelerated mode. New solutions prepared by the
Agency, also based on e-learning, are to provide an
opportunity for more efficient and cheaper training of
new controllers, and above all training that is flexible
and independent of the epidemiological situation.
The agency is also working intensively on the
development of its own technologies, such as the
CAT (Common Airspace Tool) system, which enables
efficient airspace management and supports PANSA
services supervising both civil and military air traffic,
or the PANDORA system, which provides controllers
with the necessary data – maps, metrological data
and aircraft data.
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POLISH FIS DURING COVID -19
OUTBREAK.
l

The aviation industry around the world is facing the
biggest challenge in history. Due to the severe drop in
air traffic, airports, airlines and ANSPs alike are forced
to tackle serious financial problems. All of them are
facing radical cost cuts, many won’t survive without
government help, some are deemed to go bankrupt.
Across Europe flights have plummeted.
According to data published by Eurocontrol, some
FIRs experienced a drop in IFR traffic ranging from
65% to 95%. FIR Warszawa is not an exception with a
median drop of 90% IFR flights.

Class G airspace barely affected by COVID-19
The first confirmed case of COVID-19 in Poland was
reported on March 4th, 2020. Social distancing

Despite the pandemic regulations,Class G airspace
traffic is expected to continue to grow (as it always
does during spring), as more and more private
owners take to the skies and flying school resume
their normal operations.

PANSA implementing special workplace precautions
The Polish Air Navigation Services Agency is
operating critical infrastructure facilities. Naturally,
providing ATM and ATS Services can’t be done from
home. Since the lockdown enforced by Polish
government, PANSA took several actions to ensure
safety of operational personnel – ATCOs, FISOs,
technicians and engineers:
● Most of the office personnel is working remotely,
● Basic courses and simulator trainings are withheld,

regulations with a nation-wide lockdown came eight
days later, including a ban on both international and
domestic passenger flights, among others. Since then,
scheduled

flights

have

plummeted

by

90%.

Surprisingly, flights performed in Class G airspace, so

● Sports center is closed until further notice,
● Operational personnel within each unit is divided
to two teams, with no contact between parties,
working in 2 week periods,

those FIS is responsible for, were little affected by the
flight suspension.
In March 2020, Polish Flight Information Service
handled 16512 flights. In April: 19473. In comparison
with the same period of 2019, we observe a drop in
the number of operations (March 2019: 17322, April
2019: 23019), but the drop is rather insignificant
(-4.7% in March, -15% in April) taking into account the
size and duration of the government lockdown.

● The ops room (containing ACC, Warsaw APP and
FIS) is being disinfected meticulously every 14 days,
before the new group comes in,
● Other disinfectants are used daily (gels, wipes,
sprays),
● Each group of employees has its own corridor path
and staircase (radar ATCOs and FISOs, tower
controllers, technicians, office workers),

Surprisingly enough, one FIS sector (Gdansk) even
experienced a 19% rise of traffic in March 2020,
comparing to non-lockdown operations from 2019.
It’s also worth noting, that across the country, Military
VFR and HEMS flights were performed as usual, and
both of these groups contribute greatly to the overall
number of operations handled by FIS.

● Every person entering and leaving the building
has to undergo mandatory body temperature check.
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AVIATION IN CHILE DURING THE
PANDEMIC OF COVID-19
l

These days are not being easy for aviation around the
world, and South America hasn´t been the exception.
In Chile Air Traffic Services are being provided
normally, but with special measures all over the country.
In most aerodrome and airports working hours have
been reduced to allow workers be at home before the
curfew established by the government, except those
that provide service H24.
Dynamic lockdowns are being implemented in certain
regions, but it doesn´t affect the provision of the ATS.
Even though, there has been an important reduction of
operations, aviation has become extremely important,
especially for ambulance flights.

AFIS SCGE

AFIS aerodromes are an important connection piece in
the south of Chile, mainly in extreme zones where the
only way to connect the country is aviation.
Shifts have been reduced to the minimum personnel
and AFIS aerodromes, and FSS are working with one
flight information service technician on duty, in the case
of aerodrome TSV, Chilean flight information service
specialist, are covering three working positions,
ARO/MET and AFIS.
Most of airlines have stopped their operations and
operate only for repatriation flights and special services
inside the country.

FSS SANTIAGO

AFIS SCIC

AFIS SCNT
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AVIATION IN CHILE DURING THE
PANDEMIC OF COVID-19
l

The importance of AFIS in Chile for medical support
Chilean geography has always been a problem for
medical provision in those isolated places where
there is no hospital or medical services, especially in
the southern extreme of the country.
In the Austral zone, where weather conditions add
an extra difficulty due to the big amount of islands.
Transportation there is mainly by the sea, and it
turns out that it takes long travelling hours and which
is not auspicious for medical emergencies.
In this context AFIS aerodrome located all along the
country have taken an important role during the
pandemic supporting air medical evacuation in
COVID-19 times and helping to connect those
places where medical attention is not provided.
The services have been available on requirement
H24 in those aerodrome where night operations
are possible, and also some aerodromes have
become emergency coordination centers for the
military forces, so they can coordinate the logistic
from there.
Health authorities have determined to distribute all
along the country COVID-19 patients when medical
centers, and hospitals collapsed, in the capital city
and can't receive more critical patients in need of
mechanical ventilation assistance.
These patients are mainly transported by plane to
medical centers and hospitals outside Santiago, the
capital city.
Medical flights have been provided by private
aerocommercial companies, but also the Chilean
Airforce
have
been
transporting
patients
simultaneously in a C-130 equipped for medical
purposes.

AFIS Vallenar, Chile

AFIS Vallenar, Chile

AFIS Chillán, Chile
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AVIATION IN GREECE IN TIMES OF COVID-19
l

The challenges faced by the aviation sector caused by the Covid-19 outbreak are truly unprecedented. The idea that
all major airlines not only in Europe but across the globe would be grounding the entire fleet and cancelling almost
every single passenger flight, would have been unthinkable. Nevertheless, we are now forced to face a new era.
The Hellenic ANSP stuff together with our colleagues from the entire European ATM network is struggling to
overcome the Covid-19 aviation madness.

Figure 1 and 2
Presents the comparison of traffic in the European Union for April 5 in relation to the same day of 2019.
The indication in Greece shows a decrease of 90,6%.
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AVIATION IN GREECE IN TIMES OF COVID-19
l

Figures 3 and 4, show the comparison of movements at the 2 ACCs in Greece as well as in the 3 main Greek
airports are presented. Compared to the corresponding day of 2019, the decrease in ACCs is between 83,3% and
85,8% while for the 3 major International airports, the decrease reaches 89,2% for Makedonia Thessaloniki airport!

Figure 3

Figure 4
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DAILY WORK IN GREECE IN TIMES OF COVID-19
l

Concerning the daily working conditions in Hellenic Air Navigation Service Provider, the authorities took extra security
measures against COVID-19 starting from 13-03-2020, until further notice, that among others included:
·
Operation of special crisis management team.
·
The majority of the stuff, was advised to stay and work from home if possible
24/7 operations continue with minimum security personnel on premises and stand-by stuff from home
·
Up to 2 persons allowed to work in the same office while others follow a 14-day round schedule
Additional health measures taken within HANSP premises

Salaries
In spite of the fact that the government officially announced that salaries in public sector won’t be affected, as part of
the Hellenic ANSP stuff salary is directly connected to enroute traffic, it can easily be concluded that there will be a
significant reduction in wages as long as the COVID-19 crises continues.

General restrictions
On 22 March the Greek authorities announced significant restrictions on all nonessential transport and movement across
the country, starting from 6 a.m on 23 March. Ever since, movement outside the house is permitted to individuals only for
ten specific reasons, grouped into seven categories:

Moving to or from one's workplace during work hours,
Going to the pharmacy or visiting a doctor
Going to a food store
Going to the bank for services not possible online,
Assisting a person in need of help
Going to a major ritual (funeral, marriage, baptism) or movement, for divorced parents, which is essential for the
contact with their children, and moving outdoors, near one's home, for exercising or taking one's pet out, individually
or in pairs.
In addition, citizens leaving their home are required to carry their police ID or passport, as well as a signed attestation
where the purpose/ category of travel is cited.
Despite the difficult situation, all Hellenic ANSP stuff will stay focus at their duty, deal with the challenges and continue to
support the authorities in defeating the COVID-19 and its side effects.
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IFISA SEMINAR 2020 CANCELLATION
Corfu

Let´s meet next year in Corfu
l

This year we were so happy to meet in the beautiful city of Corfu in Greece. Unfortunatelly due to the
pandemic we were forced to cancell this year IFISA Seminar.
Even though we were so excited about the seminar, we know that cancelling is the right thing to do in
this moment for the good of all.
We will continue working together in the distance, and hoping that this difficult times can be left
behind the soonest, so we can meet next year in Corfu.
Stay safe!

SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!!
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UNITS AROUND THE WORLD

LET´S SHARE OUR WORK IN AFIS AND FSS UNITS OVER THE GLOBE
l

POLAND

GREECE

GREECE

POLAND

GREECE

GREECE
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UNITS AROUND THE WORLD

AFIS AND FSS UNITS OVER THE GLOBE
l

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA

INDONESIA
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DON´T FORGET TO SHARE

2020

social media

Find us on the web
l

Do you have a story or an article to share with us?
You can be part of the next newsletter edition!

The social media team is always doing great efforts to keep everything updated. Social media is an importan soure, and
today more than ever are a great tool of communication. We want to know how you are doing how you, your units, and
colleagues are facing these difficult times.
All our members are important for the association, we are like a big family spread around the world, and we want
people to know each one of you. Despite the pandemic we are still working, and giving the best to bring quality
services to aviation. So, share your experience, your stories, pictures, news, important events, and show the
importance of your job to the world through our social media, and our newsletter!
Stay informed!
For
for r
For
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SEE YOU IN OUR NEXT EDITION!

Edited by Priscila Tapia Klapp
secretary@ifisa.info
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